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“Healthcare is quickly moving from a generic, reactive, care 
model to a personalized, proactive, care model. This tectonic 
change is being driven by a combination of BigData, Artificial 
Intelligence, and an explosion of IoT – technologies that 
compliment each other and provide a positive feedback loop, 
further accelerating improvements to healthcare.” 
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Observations from CES 2018 
• No longer the Internet of Things, it’s the Internet of Everything 

(IoE) 

–Garage door openers 

–Door locks 

–Baby monitors 

–Activity tracker for dogs 

 

• Analytics everywhere for everything 

–Litter box 

 

• New applications have new risks 

–NIST Wearables Security Assessment Project 
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Information Explosion 
At a recent conference, 

there was a discussion 

about various sources of 

patient data. 

These sources can lead 

us to incredibly useful 

insights regarding the 

patient’s past, present, 

and future.  

This significantly enables 

improved healthcare and 

wellcare. 
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Source: “The Voice of the Patient in the Case for Quality”, Marc Boutin, CEO, National 

Health Council, presented at MDIC Case for Quality Forum, March 2017 



Emerging Data Sources 
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Source: Jonah Comstock, March 08, 2016, www.mobihealthnews.com 

Cisco reports that “Traffic from wireless and mobile devices will account for two-thirds of 

total IP traffic by 2020.” 

Source: The Zettabye Era – Trends and Analysis – Cisco; www.cisco.com 



Enabler for Better 
Healthcare - Analytics 
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Information Ecosystem  

of the Future 
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Everywhereables + EHR => HugeData 

IoT + Wearables => Everywhereables 

HugeData + Machine Learning => Standardized 

Customization of Wellcare 



Real-Time Health Systems 
• Electronic Health Records 

traditionally are relatively static. 

They capture a series of tiny 

snapshots about a patient’s 

health & healthcare. The 

caregiver has to assemble the 

puzzle pieces to get a partial 

picture of their patient at a 

specific moment in time. 

 

• The promise of RTHS is 

predictive analytics that come 

from a rich supply of streaming 

data. 
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Digital Therapeutics & Digiceuticals 

Another emerging trend is software apps that help treat conditions 

that are traditionally the domain of pharmaceuticals. 

• Diabetes management 

• Weight loss 

• Insomnia 

• Opioid addiction 

 

Some applications fall into a general “wellness” category, other apps 

have clinical data that shows effectiveness.  
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Economist (online) “A new sort of health app can do the job of drugs” 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/digital-therapeutics-vs-digiceuticals-defining-anya-schiess/ 
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Big Picture: AI & 
Machine Learning 
 

• For each application, there are several factors to consider: 

– After the system is developed, will it continue to learn and refine it’s internal model? Or is it 

locked at the time of launch? 

– How much human decision-making is involved? Does the system make suggestions that 

humans can disagree with, or does the system make decisions on its own? 

• In addition to medical data, we also have a lot of manufacturing, service, and operational data. 

AI and ML techniques can be used to directly improve our business 

– Manufacturing data can be used to spot negative quality trends, even though the products 

are still within specification (proactive quality instead of reactive) 

– Natural Language Processing (NLP) can be used to analyze customer feedback (e.g. emailed 

comments) 

– Customer service & Field service chatbots  

– Analyze customer usage patterns & sales strategies 
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Imaging’s Role 

• Imaging has a lot of data – and has had this data for decades 

• Imaging has a lot of patients every year 

• Imaging is used for a variety of diagnosis 

 

• Historically the imaging machine renders a picture and a human interprets the results: 

– Is there something there that shouldn’t be? 

– Is it malignant? 

– Is further investigation required? 

• Unfortunately, human-based analysis can be inconsistent across different people, different 

experience levels, the time of day and day of week, and the type of abnormality that is being 

diagnosed.  

 

• What if we perform a retrospective review of this big data such that patterns of pixels can be 

correlated to the eventual diagnosis and treatment of the patient? 
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The Diagnostic Imaging newsletter had an interesting 

article about IoMT: 

• Cloud imaging storage – by collecting images 

together in the cloud, we get a much richer data set 

to share and analyze 

• By moving image processing to the cloud, you can 

simplify the local workstations since the analysis can 

occur in the cloud. 

• Benchmark treatment options – compare dosing 

amounts for various procedures to support dose-

reduction initiatives. 

• Fleet management improvements (including 

variations in business models) 

• Making more information available throughout the 

continuum of care 
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“The Internet of Medical Imaging Things is Here”, Diagnostic Imaging, March 17, 2016 

http://www.diagnosticimaging.com/pacs-and-informatics/internet-medical-imaging-things-here 
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Outcome: Healthier Patients 

• Better measure of patient state 

• Tells you if you need to see a doctor, shares information with the caregiver 

about your current (and previous) state 

• This helps with both diagnosis – objective evidence of what’s wrong, how 

recently it went wrong, etc. Removes both subjectivity challenges and 

language barriers. 

• Helps with treatment assessment. Can try patient on one treatment and 

then monitor progress over time. If this treatment doesn’t seem to work 

(and you have evidence that it isn’t) then can switch to another option. 

• HugeData analysis of multiple patients like this will improve treatment 

suggestions in the future – a positive feedback loop. 
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Outcome: Healthier Medical 
Devices 
• Not only can Everywhereables monitor people, they can monitor our machines as well. 

• Hospitals have Clinical Engineering staff whose job it is to keep medical devices 

working. In a recent article a CE shared a story about getting a call at home while there 

was an active surgery going on, and an error message appeared on the ventilator that 

the surgical staff was afraid to ignore. Sometimes you need to troubleshoot and repair a 

medical device NOW.  

• What if that ventilator had it’s own wearable that was monitoring performance over 

time and negative trends can be spotted and diagnosed before they become critical?  

• Diagnosis and treatment of the medical equipment is moving online – being able to 

remote-in to a workstation allows real-time “treatment” of the medical device. 

• This information can, of course, be aggregated to not only identify when a device is sub-

optimal, but can also find contributing factors that people never realized. 
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Outcome: Healthier Operations 
Management 
• Even if the medical device isn’t “sick”, IoE is going to significantly impact operations 

• Manufacturing line 

– Proactive quality improvements 

– Identification of “hidden” KPIs (Key Process Indicators) 
• Fleet Management 

– Which units are used the most? The least? 

– Change financial model to fit usage patterns? 

– Are people really using the features as much as the designers thought? 
• Virtual devices 

– How much can be moved to the cloud? Do you even need local data storage or local data processing? 

– How much can be operated remotely? Do you really need people at the point of care? 

– What can be done with remote monitoring at home? How much more care will patients receive (and how 

much more compliant will they be) if they don’t have to go to the hospital or clinic?  

–  “Pay as you go” for advanced (but rarely used) features? 
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Impedance Mismatch  
• While the promise of things to come 

(and things that are already here) is 

excellent, the future cannot easily plug 

into existing legacy processes, legacy 

regulations, and legacy business 

models. 

• Neither viewpoint is incorrect; things 

simply aren’t compatible – including 

things that we take for granted. 
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Where did current regulations & approaches 
come from? 
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In 1996: 

  Regulations: CGMP updated part 820 

  Technology: IBM’s Deep Blue beats Kasparov 

  Movie: Happy Gilmore 

     

In 1978: 

  Regulations: CGMP published 

  Technology: Microsoft Cobol-80 

  Movie: Grease 

   

In 1976: 

  Regulations: Medical Device Regulation Act passed 

  Technology: Apple I launched.   

  Movie: Logan’s Run 
   

 

 



It’s A Different World Now 
 • Customers find new applications for our 

products 

• Customers find new environments for our 

products 

• New business models (Uber, Lyft) 
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Current Approaches 

Some challenges with current 
methodologies include: 
• Current methodologies can get 

the job done, but do they still 
make sense in today’s 
environment? 

• Are we using the existing 
techniques as intended? 

• Are we asking too much of our 
current systems? 

• Subjectivity leading to differing 
interpretations of the same source 
material. 
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New Technology = New Risks 
Pedestrian fatalities rose 11% in 

2016, ‘distraction’ as a 

contributing factor. 
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“The House That Spied on Me” 
Author decided to do an experiment – make her one- 

bedroom apartment into the smartest home possible 

Included Echo, lights, coffee maker, baby monitor, toys,  

vacuum cleaner, TV, toothbrush & bed 

Frustrations include: 

• Being told by your bed that you missed your sleep goals really doesn’t 

help 

• Overhead of having to setup online accounts for everything – you 

need to log-in to your coffee maker 

• Voice control not working - when you need coffee in the morning, the 

last thing you want to do is keep repeating your request to the coffee 

maker 

• Privacy concerns 

21 

https://gizmodo.com/the-house-that-spied-on-me-1822429852 
 

“Someone once said we never know what is enough until we know what’s more than 
enough.” - Billie Holiday 
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Changing Risk Management 

2
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Won’t Risk Management of the future be the same as today ? 

• However there will be new hazards 

• Some things will remain the same 

• Many paths are open to us 



There Are New Hazards That We Never 
Had To Deal With Before… 
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Data Connectivity 
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Many of our devices talk to each other 

and talk to other equipment. However, 

with a multi-vendor system, there is 

distributed ownership of performance, 

risk and legal liability. 

 



Information Hazards 
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By “Information Hazards”, I don’t just 

mean security-related failures; I mean 

the consequences of incorrect, 

incomplete, or irrelevant data 

management.  

e.g. at least one person has been 

injured due to off-label use of 

wearable data. 



Simple Fault Tree for Information Failures 

What is the Quality & 

Reliability of the data 

you are using?? 
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Ineffective 

{nothing 

changes} 

Information 

Failure 

Incomplete 

{doesn’t tell 

whole story} 

Incorrect 

{info is 

wrong} 

“or” 
Data is great! But did 

anything actually 

change?? 



Failure: Incomplete Information 
• Relevant information may be missing 

• What happens if they didn’t wear their wearable 

on Thursday? Can you still trend? 

• Missing relevant context – examples: 

– Fast food chain - fish sandwich 

–Cycle donor season 

– IV bag usage analysis 
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Failure: Incorrect Information  
Sometimes the data being provided is wrong. This could be 
due to: 
• Measurement error within tolerances 
• Measurement error outside of tolerances 
• Data entry errors 

– “Right data wrong field’ 
– Not understanding a question 
– Transposition errors 

• Information processing errors 
– In US, adult patient weight is in lbs, children are in 

kilos. 
• What if you are a teenager being transferred to an 

adult ward? 
• What if you are a German app developer working on 

a US release? 
– Is the timestamp for cloud data important? If so, does 

the server in Prague account for US DST? 
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Failure: Ineffective / Failure To Act 
• This information isn’t useful if it 

never gets used. 

–Customer satisfaction surveys 

–Patient preference surveys 

• Human behavior is difficult to 

change – how many treadmills 

are in basements being used as 

clothes racks? 
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What are the limitations ?  
What can go wrong? 
• Will people blindly follow what the system says, even when they are 

given a choice? 

– Technology doesn’t know everything - consider the recent California 

fires, the LA Times Reported  

“The Los Angeles Police Department asked drivers to avoid 

navigation apps, which are steering users onto more open routes — 

in this case, streets in the neighborhoods that are on fire. ” 

http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-southern-california-

wildfires-live-firefighters-attempt-to-contain-bel-air-1512605377-

htmlstory.html 

• What types of cybersecurity concerns does this raise? 

• At a recent conference, one of the speakers was talking about self-

driving cars, and the fact that there will be a disproportionate amount 

of media attention any time a self-driving car is in an accident. We 

need to plan for the time when an adverse event occurs due to AI/ML, 

because it will happen. 
 30 
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The Path Forward 
 • Some people are very set in 

their ways. 

• Other people see a blank 

slate. 

• Moving forward requires 

teamwork 

• And pragmatism 

• But it IS possible 
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Wrap-up… 
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